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ABSTRACT 
DEVELOPMENT OF A GENETIC MONITORING PROGRAM FOR STOCK 
ENHANCEMENT OF MISSISSIPPI SPOTIED SEATROUT 
(CYNOSCION NEBULOSUS) 
by Carly Renee Somerset 
August 2013 
The spotted seatrout is a coastal sciaenid fish that is intensively exploited 
in the northcentral Gulf of Mexico. A stock enhancement research program was 
initiated in 2004 to develop methods to culture juveniles and release them in 
natural habitats to increase recruitment in the fishery. The goal of this study was 
to initiate a genetic monitoring program for stock enhancement activities. Assays 
for 15 microsatellite loci were optimized. Simulations indicated that this panel of 
molecular markers was sufficient to identify recaptured hatchery fish with high 
confidence assuming genetic data on broodfish spawned to produce released 
fish were available. Stock structure analysis revealed an isolation-by-distance 
pattern in the studied range (Apalachicola, FL to Grand Isle, LA) where 
reproductive isolation is a function of geographic distance between populations. 
Contemporaneous effective population size estimates were larger in Mississippi 
and Louisiana than in Florida suggesting that population density and/or dispersal 
may be greater in the western part of the sampled range. Further 
characterization of dispersal and local genetic adaptation are warranted to define 
management units for the program. Simulations under a variety of scenarios 
indicated that released fish could contribute up to 30% of the breeding population 
ii 
in the wild, provided the effective size of the hatchery population is equal to the 
actual number of broodfish currently spawned to produce released fish (50). 
Continued monitoring of effective population size and of the contribution of 
hatchery fish to the fishery are needed to evaluate the impacts of stock 
enhancement on genetic diversity and adapt procedures. 
iii 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Stock enhancement is the release of hatchery-reared juveniles into wild 
populations with the intent to augment the natural supply of young fish and 
overcome recruitment limitation (Blankenship and Leber 1995; Lorenzen 2005; 
Bell et al. 2006; Bell et al. 2008; Bartley and Bell 2008; Lorenzen et al. 2010). 
Thus, stock enhancement serves as a management tool to maintain or expand 
commercial and recreational fisheries by increasing the number of harvestable 
fish, thereby bolstering a multi-billion dollar industry (Leber et al. 2012). 
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Marine stock enhancement programs are not a new phenomenon in the 
United States. Hatcheries in the New England region began stocking juvenile cod 
(Gadus morhua) , pollack (Pollachius virens) , winter flounder 
(Pseudopleuronectes americanus) , and lobster (Homarus americanus) well over 
80 years ago (late 1800s to early 1900s), but stocking of marine finfish eventually 
lost its momentum and was stopped due to lack of information on survival of 
released fish and their effective contribution to recruitment (Blankenship and 
Leber 1995, 2011 ). Indeed, at that time, there was no reliable method available 
to tag small fish and monitor their growth and survival post release (Blankenship 
and Leber 1995, 2011). In addition, because the technology to effectively mass 
produce fingerlings of marine fishes was not available, fish were released at the 
yolk sac stage. Thus, considering that recruitment is often limited by the carrying 
capacity of larval and juvenile habitat, this procedure was unlikely to have 
significant impacts on supplemented stocks (Blankenship and Leber 1995, 2011 ). 
An interest in stock enhancement has been renewed in the last 30 years as 
major technological advances were achieved in the fields of larval rearing and 
husbandry, tagging and release, and post-release monitoring. Specifically, the 
ability to produce large numbers of juveniles and the ability to efficiently tag and 
monitor fish after release represented decisive steps toward making stock 
enhancement programs feasible (Blankenship and Leber 1995, 2011 ; Lorenzen 
et al. 2010). 
2 
A responsible approach to stock enhancement was proposed by 
Blankenship and Leber (1995). This new model proposed a comprehensive 
paradigm formulated as ten principles which included sustainability, science-
based approaches, and regular assessments aimed to insure success of stock 
enhancement projects (Lorenzen 2005; Lorenzen et al. 2010). Marine stock 
enhancement programs have made promising progress and are well represented 
overseas, particularly in Japan (Hilborn 1998; Masuda and Tsukamoto 1998). 
Within the United States there are several stock enhancement programs; the 
main programs are found in Florida, working on red drum (Tringali et al. 2008) 
and snook (Tringali and Leber 1999; FOCRC 2007), Texas, focusing on red drum 
and spotted seatrout (Vega et al. 2011 ), Alaska with programs on Pacific salmon 
(Heard 2011 ), and California, working on white seabass (Hervas et al. 2010). 
New Hampshire and Washington also are developing stocking programs for 
winter flounder and lingcod, respectively (Sulikowski et al. 2005; Cook and Rust 
2008). In response to declining fisheries, new species are being considered for 
aquaculture in several states. Since the 1990s, The University of Southern 
Mississippi's Gulf Coast Research Laboratory has been investigating stock 
enhancement (Pruder et al. 1999; Blaylock et al. 2000), focusing specifically on 
spotted seatrout since 2004. 
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Spotted seatrout (Cynoscion nebu/osus) , known locally as speckled trout, 
are Sciaenids, a family of fishes commonly referred to as drums. They frequent 
coastal waters of the western Atlantic and southeast United States and are 
particularly abundant in the northern Gulf of Mexico from the west coast of 
Florida to Texas (Iversen and Moffett 1962; Tabb 1966; Merriner 1980; Blanchet 
et al. 2001) . Spotted seatrout are strongly associated with estuaries and are 
believed to be highly residential, often living out their entire life history within a 
few miles of their natal estuary (Blanchet et al. 2001 ; ASMFC 2007; Jensen 
2009; NCDMF 2012), although little is known about the movements of the 
juvenile stages (Lassuy 1983). The spotted seatrout is the most popular sport 
fish in Gulf and Mississippi waters. The species is currently managed on a state-
by-state basis (Fulford and Hendon 2010) due to being closely associated with 
estuarine and marsh habitats (Blanchet et al. 2001 ). This strategy is justified by 
the highly sedentary life history of spotted seatrout, which leads to the 
assumption that local stocks are demographically independent from neighboring 
stocks in other states. Stock assessments indicate spawning potential ratios 
(SPR) higher than 20% in Gulf States except in Mississippi (Gulf of Mexico SPR 
Management Strategy Committee 1996). A recent analysis of the Mississippi 
stock revealed that annual fishing mortality is close to the maximum sustainable 
yield (Fmsy) but spawning stock biomass (SSB) is not below SSBmsy (Fulford and 
Hendon 2010). However, there is high fishing pressure and a high dependence 
on annual recruitment to the fishery (Fulford and Hendon 2010). Overall , the 
stock seems to be stable based on an age-structured assessment model, but 
there is high fishing pressure and a high dependence on annual recruit to the 
fishery (Fulford and Hendon 2010). Consequently, the Mississippi stock is 
managed closely. 
Management efforts include a stock enhancement program being 
developed collaboratively between the Mississippi Department of Marine 
Resources (MDMR) and The University of Southern Mississippi's Gulf Coast 
Research Laboratory (GCRL). This program was launched in 2004 and the 
Seatrout Population Enhancement Cooperative (SPEC) consortium was created 
to manage the program. The SPEC program goals include developing efficient 
methods for acquiring, spawning , and rearing of speckled trout followed by 
tagging and releasing juveniles to supplement wild populations. The consortium 
also focuses on monitoring the results of the programs in order to evaluate the 
effectiveness of protocols in enhancing Mississippi's seatrout population and 
refine procedures in an adaptive strategy. 
Currently, two Mississippi estuarine systems, Davis Bayou and Bay St. 
4 
Louis, are being stocked with juveniles. Historically, juveniles were grown to 
approximately 100 mm (TL) and individually tagged with a coded-wire tag in the 
operculum before being released. Beginning in 2010, the program began 
releasing a portion of each batch at 50 mm (TL) without a coded-wire tag . These 
smaller fish are identifiable post release using genetic methods that will be 
5 
described in Chapter II. Approximately 160,000 and 172,000 juveniles were 
released in 2011 and 2012, respectively, bringing the total number of released 
fish to over 500,000 since 2006 (C. Manning, personal communication). Two sets 
of brooders (with approximately 50 broodfish per broodstock) caught in Davis 
Bayou and Bay St. Louis, respectively, are kept in captivity at the Thad Cochran 
Marine Aquaculture Center to supplement each bay system until enough data are 
available to either confirm or deny the need for separate genetic management of 
the two bay systems. 
An important component of stock enhancement is the assessment of the 
contribution of released fish to recruitment in order to evaluate the effectiveness 
of programs and modify procedures as needed in an adaptive management 
strategy (Blankenship and Leber 1995; Lorenzen et al. 2010). This requires 
implementation of methods that allow tagging large numbers of offspring (up to 
several million every year in some marine programs) cost-effectively. Genetic 
tagging is an efficient tool for this purpose and has been deployed successfully to 
track released red drum in Texas and Florida (Tringali 2006; Karlsson et al. 
2008a). Implementation of genetic tagging requires development of a panel of 
molecular markers that also can be used for other aspects of genetic monitoring 
of stock enhancement (see below). A first objective of this work, therefore, is to 
develop molecular tools needed for genetic tagging and monitoring. This 
research is presented in Chapter II. 
Responsible stock enhancement must include a genetic program in order 
to avert harmful genetic effects on wild stocks (Blankenship and Leber 1995). 
Specifically, the genetic structure, fitness, and evolutionary potential of wild 
stocks must be maintained during stock enhancement. The potential genetic 
impacts of enhancement include possible disturbance of spatial population 
structure and negative effects on fitness and genetic diversity of wild stocks 
(Laikre et al. 201 O; Lorenzen et al. 2010). 
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A first potential issue lies in a possible disturbance of population structure 
and negative genetic effects such as outbreeding depression, whereby the 
fitness of the recipient population is reduced through interbreeding with fish of 
non-local genetic origin (Gharrett et al. 1999; Gilk et al. 2004; Saillant 2010). 
Mitigation of this issue requires knowledge of the population structure of the 
supplemented species and stocking the local population with offspring from 
locally caught brooders only. A second genetic issue is the risk of loss of genetic 
diversity due to a low effective population size (Ne) in the hatchery. Low Ne in the 
hatchery can lead to increased genetic drift within the hatchery and in the 
supplemented population if hatchery fish contribute significantly to breeding in 
the wild. This phenomenon, known as the Ryman-Laikre effect (Ryman and 
Laikre 1991 ), can be alleviated to a certain extent through implementation of 
broodstock management practices that maximize effective population size in the 
hatchery (Lorenzen et al. 2010). Finally, hatchery fish could show reduced fitness 
once released in the wild due to artificial selection and adaptation to the 
hatchery. Subsequent interbreeding of released fish with wild stocks would 
contribute to lowering the fitness of the wild population through outbreeding 
depression. Such fitness loss can be minimized by using only wild fish as 
brooders, applying rearing environments that mimic the natural environment as 
closely as possible, and equalizing family size (Lorenzen et al. 2010). 
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The genetic impacts discussed above would occur when hatchery fish 
interbreed with wild fish. Indeed, released fish may have reduced survival and 
reproductive success, and in that case, the genetic impacts of the program would 
be minimal. It is, therefore, important to determine the degree of genetic mixing 
between wild and hatchery fish. Unfortunately, this is difficult in practice as it 
requires tracking the offspring from hatchery fish in the wild . In such a situation, 
genetic monitoring of genetic diversity and fitness prior to, during, and following 
enhancement is critical to diagnose negative effects as early as possible if they 
occur. The first step of a genetic program is to evaluate the genetic structure of 
the wild population and determine appropriate management units for stocking 
and avoiding outbreeding depression. Continuous monitoring allows for the 
observation of genetic variations in the wild and hatchery populations and 
detection of potential loss of genetic diversity. The potential for a Ryman-Laikre 
effect also can be evaluated directly and more accurately by estimating the 
genetic size of the wild and hatchery populations once the contribution of 
released fish to the wild breeding population is known (Tringali and Bert 1998). 
An immediate priority for the spotted seatrout stock enhancement 
program is to address two key issues: regional population structure must be 
described so that appropriate management units can be designed (e.g. 
determine if separate management of Bay St. Louis and Davis Bayou is 
warranted), and baseline data on genetic diversity and effective population size 
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in Mississippi bays must be obtained to determine the potential risk of genetic 
diversity loss during the program and allow future monitoring of genetic impacts 
during supplementation (Ryman and Laikre 1991 ). Previous and ongoing tagging 
studies, genetic studies, and otolith microchemistry studies indicate that spotted 
seatrout form multiple demographic stocks along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts 
(Ramsey and Wakeman 1987; King and Zimmerman 1993; Blanchett et al. 2001 ; 
Ward et al. 2007; Comyns et al. 2008; Anderson and Karel 201 O; Murphy et al. 
2011 ). Isolation by distance, where populations more distant geographically are 
more divergent genetically reflecting restricted dispersal, has been inferred in 
several genetic studies and has been proposed to be an important structuring 
mechanism considering the sedentary life history of the spotted seatrout and its 
limited pelagic larval dispersal phase. However, the occurrence of genetic 
discontinuities and barriers to gene flow also have been suggested in most 
studies; in addition , early work by King and Zimmerman (1993) showed genetic 
variation congruent with latitudinal gradients possibly indicating adaptive variation 
in response to changing habitats. The population structure of spotted seatrout in 
the northcentral Gulf of Mexico remains poorly studied with most studies to date 
focusing on the western Gulf or the Atlantic coast. The objective of the second 
chapter of this work is therefore to assess the population structure in Mississippi 
and neighboring states' populations in order to design appropriate management 
units. Finally, there is no information on the potential for a Ryman-Laikre effect in 
spotted seatrout. Therefore, the objective of the third chapter of this thesis is to 
evaluate the potential risk of genetic diversity loss during stock enhancement due 
to a Ryman-Laikre effect. This risk will be evaluated using simulations based on 
the Ryman and Laikre model and considering various scenarios for the effective 
size of the hatchery and wild populations as well as various levels of 
contributions of hatchery fish to breeding in the wild. 
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CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF MOLECULAR MARKERS FOR USE IN GENETIC 
MONITORING AND PARENTAGE ANALYSIS OF MISSISSIPPI SPOTTED 
SEATROUT 
Introduction 
10 
Molecular markers are essential tools for the conservation and genetic 
management of populations (Allendorf and Luikart 2007). Their applications are 
numerous and include studies of population structure, taxonomy, hybridization, 
and animal forensics. One of the most common uses of molecular marker data in 
fisheries conservation is in the analysis of population genetic structure which 
allows defining management units for fisheries or stock enhancement programs 
(Carvalho and Hauser 1995). Molecular markers also are the most reliable tools 
to assess genetic diversity and estimate effective population size in conserved 
populations, both tasks being essential components of the genetic monitoring of 
stock enhancement (Laikre et al. 2010). Another potential application of 
molecular markers for stock enhancement programs is the genetic identification 
of hatchery released fish recaptured in the wild (i.e., genetic tagging, Tringali 
2006; Saillant et al. 2009). 
Examining the contribution of released fish to recruitment and the success 
of stock enhancement requires development of high throughput methods that 
allow efficient tagging of large numbers of fish. Active marine stock enhancement 
programs typically release up to several million fish per year (Vega et al. 2011 ). 
Methods involving physical tags, unfortunately, often become prohibitive in terms 
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of cost and labor when more than a few thousand fish are released. Methods 
relying on marking otoliths using oxytetracycline immersion prior to release, or 
simply analyzing isotope ratios and determining a hatchery signature, also have 
been proposed (Gibson et al. 2010). Exposure to oxytetracycline is problematic 
due to public health concerns, and the analysis of trace elements in the otoliths 
may involve significant costs if large numbers of recaptured fish are to be 
analyzed. In addition , both approaches require killing the analyzed fish. 
DNA fingerprinting consists of generating genetic profiles of fish 
recaptured in the natural environment and matching them to profiles of spawning 
parents present in brood tanks. At the time of capture, only a fin clip is needed to 
extract DNA and generate a genetic profile, making genetic tagging a useful and 
interesting alternative method for identifying hatchery fish, as opposed to 
physical tagging methods that require inserting a tag in every fish at the time of 
release. Subsequent parentage analysis can match broodstock offspring to 
parental pairs. Assignment of offspring to broodstock parental pairs employs 
likelihood ratio approaches that allow for determining the statistical support of a 
match (Kalinowski et al. 2007). When enough genetic loci are used to create 
genetic profiles, hatchery offspring can be distinguished from wild fish unrelated 
to any pair of broodfish with high confidence using this method (Tringali 2006; 
Saillant et al. 2009). Genetic tagging is very attractive because the only limit to 
the number of fish that can be tagged is the number of fish produced by the 
hatchery, assuming the genetic profiles of the parents have been obtained. This 
is especially valuable in marine programs where large numbers of juveniles 
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(hundreds of thousands or millions) are released . Along with hatchery origin, 
genetic tagging provides additional critical information for genetic monitoring, 
including genetic diversity among released fish and the parental origin of each 
hatchery fish, which allows estimating the reproductive success of individual 
broodfish and the effective population size of the hatchery population (e.g. , Gold 
et al. 2008; Gold et al. 2010). 
The objective of this chapter is to develop molecular markers suitable for 
studying population structure and for genetic tagging and monitoring of 
Mississippi spotted seatrout. Microsatellite markers, also known as VNTRs 
(variable number of tandem repeats), are arrays of tandemly repeated short 
motifs of one to six nucleotides. These arrays are widely distributed throughout 
the genome of organisms (Allendorf and Luikart 2007). Because of qualities such 
as high polymorphism, neutrality to selection, and codominant inheritance, 
microsatellite markers have become the most popular class of genetic markers 
for conservation genetic studies (Allendorf and Luikart 2007). Another interesting 
characteristic of microsatellites is that primer pairs developed for one species can 
often be used directly to amplify loci in closely related species because of the 
high conservation of primer sites (Allendorf and Luikart 2007). The success of 
microsatellite markers also is due to their ease of assay and scoring based on a 
simple estimation of the size of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) product. The 
cost effectiveness of assays can be greatly improved when large numbers of 
samples need to be assayed by combining several microsatellites in multiple 
panels. Multiplexing is the combination of PCR products from several single 
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microsatellites into one electrophoretic gel lane (Renshaw et al. 2006). It can be 
accomplished either through combining multiple microsatellite primers into one 
PCR reaction or through the combination of PCR products from separate single 
amplification reactions for electrophoresis (Renshaw et al. 2006). Four or more 
loci commonly can be associated in a multiplex assay, saving time and 
consumables and significantly increasing throughput. 
A potential issue with some microsatellite loci is that scoring of 
microsatellite alleles can be impacted by artifacts such as null alleles, large allele 
dropout, and stuttering. Null alleles are undetectable alleles that fail to amplify, 
usually due to a mutation in the primer site of one or both PCR primers (Allendorf 
and Luikart 2007) ; this leads to the mis-scoring of heterozygotes carrying a null 
allele (interpreted as homozygotes) and results in errors in the calculation of 
allele and genotype frequencies. Large allele dropout occurs when there is a 
preferential amplification of shorter alleles also leading to an apparent deficiency 
in heterozygotes when the larger alleles are so weakly amplified that they are not 
detected. These problems can be detected in practical datasets by the 
observation of a deficit in heterozygotes when compared to expected frequencies 
under random mating. Stutter bands are by-products of PCR amplification 
differing in length from the original allele by one repeat. These artifacts can lead 
to scoring errors when true heterozygotes for alleles differing by one repeat 
cannot be distinguished accurately from homozygotes showing stutter bands. 
The occurrence of these artifacts for candidate microsatellites needs to be 
evaluated during a survey of allele and genotype frequencies so that 
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microsatellites showing one of more of these artifacts can be detected and 
discarded from the panel of loci selected for population genetic inference. In this 
chapter, heterologous and homologous microsatellite markers are evaluated for 
use in genetic monitoring of spotted seatrout. Markers were selected based on 
their suitability for population genetic inference and, in particular, the absence of 
scoring artifacts. Multiplex assays associating multiple microsatellites in the same 
reaction cocktail for simultaneous amplification and scoring were developed in 
order to allow for high throughput assays of large numbers of samples as needed 
for genetic monitoring . The power of the developed panel for genetic 
identification of hatchery fish from their wild conspecifics was then evaluated by 
simulation. 
Materials and Methods 
Marker Selection 
Marker evaluation began using microsatellites designed from red drum 
genomic libraries as these were the only available loci when this project began. 
One-hundred-thirty-two red drum microsatellites were tested by Renshaw et al. 
(2009) and 87 were considered suitable for population genetic inference in 
spotted seatrout. Recently, a set of homologous markers was developed from 
spotted seatrout genomic libraries at the Florida Fish and Wildlife Research 
Institute (FWRI) (B. Barthel, personal communication). These new microsatellite 
markers were evaluated for incorporation into the panels along with the selected 
red drum markers. Microsatellites were selected accounting for the degree of 
polymorphism in spotted seatrout and the compatibility for multiplexing (see 
below). 
sample Collection and DNA Isolation 
DNA obtained from fin clips retrieved from the 2009 and 2010 hatchery 
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broodfish was utilized to perform amplification tests. Thirty-seven of the 
broodfish had been caught in the Davis Bayou bay system and 49 were from the 
Bay St. Louis area. Tissue samples (fin clips) were taken from fish when they 
were introduced into spawning tanks. Fin clips collected after February 2011 
were preserved in a 20% DMSO salt-saturated buffer solution until genetic 
analysis; fin clips collected prior to February 2011 were stored in 95% Ethanol. A 
small piece of tissue (-30mg) was cut into several small pieces and mixed with 1 
to 1.5 µL of proteinase K, 13 µL of 10% Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SOS), and 500 
µL of STE buffer. The reaction was incubated in a thermo chamber at 40°C for at 
least 2 hours to complete digestion of proteins. DNA was extracted from the 
resulting solution using a standard Phenol Chloroform procedure (Sambrook et 
al. 1989), which separates the digested DNA from proteins via differential 
solubility in organic solvents. Extraction was performed twice with 500 µL of a 
25:24: 1 solution of Phenol-Chloroform-lsoamyl, then once with 500 µL of pure 
chloroform. Finally, 250% of 95% Ethanol and 4% of a 5M NaCl solution were 
added to each sample tube before storage for at least 2 hours in a -20°C freezer 
for precipitation. The precipitated DNA was centrifuged , the supernatant 
discarded, and the resulting pellet was dried in a vacuum concentrator. Each 
pellet was resuspended overnight in TE buffer solution. After extraction was 
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complete, the DNA solution was stored in the freezer until use in PCR. The DNA 
obtained from 77 hatchery broodfish samples were run on an agarose gel to 
determine sample concentration and quality; samples from 8 hatchery fish 
yielded high DNA quality (i.e., minimal apparent DNA degradation) and were 
selected to optimize assays. 
Assay Optimization 
Fifteen heterologous loci among the 87 that had been found suitable for 
population genetics studies by Renshaw et al. (2009) were evaluated along with 
an additional 6 homologous loci developed from spotted seatrout genomic 
libraries by FWRI. Loci were initially selected based on available data on 
polymorphism, reliability of scoring, and compatibility for simultaneous 
amplification in multiplex panels. High throughput multiplex assays were 
developed by combining multiple microsatellite primers into one PCR reaction 
mix. The PCR product of loci amplified in the same multiplex must have non-
overlapping size distributions or, if overlap occurs, the loci need to be labeled 
with different fluorescent dyes. Optimization of multiplex panels was performed 
using a trial and error process where microsatellites were combined into "mega-
cocktails" as described in Renshaw et al. (2006, p 732). Amplification of 
multiplex panels followed the "touchdown" (Korbie and Mattick 2008) PCR 
procedure where the annealing temperature is gradually reduced during 
consecutive annealing cycles, thereby allowing amplification of loci that have 
different specific annealing temperatures in the same reaction. Microsatellites 
that failed to amplify within a cocktail were removed and replaced by other 
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candidate loci; the loci removed from cocktails were subsequently re-evaluated 
for combination with the remaining primer pairs to form one or more additional 
panels. The optimization resulted in the development of 3 multiplex cocktails that 
included 11 microsatellites originally designed from red drum genomic libraries 
and 1 multiplex cocktail that included 4 homologous microsatellites, developed 
from seatrout genomic libraries. The optimized panels were Panel 1 including loci 
soc616, Soc532, Soc133, Soc626, Soc586; Panel 2 consisting of Soc609, 
Soc571, Soc416, Soc590, Soc660; Panel 3 including Soc423, Soc666, Soc602, 
Soc661 ; and Panel 4 including Cneb04, Cneb23, Cneb12, Cneb24, and Cneb09. 
Details on primer sequences and specific annealing temperatures are available 
in Saillant et al. (2004), Karlsson et al. (2008b) and Renshaw et al. (2009) for the 
red drum microsatellites and upon request from Michael Tringali at the FWRI for 
the seatrout markers. Six of the loci (Soc412, Soc571, Soc416, Soc590, Cneb22, 
and Cneb24) initially were incorporated into panels but were eventually discarded 
during the study as they showed inconsistent amplification success, could not be 
scored reliably, and/or were concluded to display null alleles or large allele 
dropout during preliminary data analysis. 
The assay protocols for the 15 loci used in the final panels are as follows: 
The DNA solution resulting from extraction was diluted 1: 10 up to 1 :40 with 
ddH20 before proceeding with PCR. Polymerase chain reactions were carried 
out in 6.5 µL volumes containing 77 to 400 nM L-1 of each forward and reverse 
primer, 2.0 mM MgCl2, 0.3 mM total of deoxynucleotide triphosphates, 0.1 U of 
Taq DNA polymerase, 1X GoTaq Flexi Buffer (Promega) and ddH20 to reach the 
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desired 6.5 µL reaction volume. Forward primers were tagged with one of three 
fluorescent dyes: 6-FAM (blue), NED (yellow) , or HEX (green) (Table 1 ). 
Amplification reactions for the 19 microsatellites were run on either an ABI Veriti 
96 Well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems) or a BioRad MyCycler™. The 
thermocycling protocol used for amplification reactions consisted of an initial 
denaturation at 95°C for 3 minutes followed by 35 cycles each consisting of 30 
seconds denaturation at 95°C, followed by 30 seconds at the primer annealing 
temperature and 45 seconds elongation at 72°C . Annealing temperature 
decreased during PCR according to the "touchdown" principle (Korbie and 
Mattick 2008). The annealing temperatures optimized for each multiple panel are 
reported in Table 1. The PCR procedure finished with a final elongation cycle at 
72°C for 15 minutes. 
Table 1 
Multiple PCR Protocols for 15 Microsatellites. 
Multiplex Microsatell ite Quantity Fluorescent Allele Annealing PCR 
ID marker (nM/L) dye size temperatures product 
range dilution 
factor 
Panel 1 Soc616 400 HEX 274-312 58° 30sec 
Soc532 100 6-FAM 111-147 56° 30sec 1:20 
Soc133 140 6-FAM 189-201 52° 30sec 
Soc626 160 HEX 163-175 
Soc586 300 HEX 126-144 
Panel 2 Soc609 400 6-FAM 247-269 58° 30sec 
Soc571 240 6-FAM 56° 30sec 1:20 
Soc416 400 6-FAM 52° 30sec 
Soc590 300 HEX 
Soc660 300 HEX 91 -149 
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Table 1 (continued). 
-Multiplex Microsatellite Quantity Fluorescent Allele size Annealing PCR 
ID Marker (nM/L) Dye range temperatures product (OC) dilution 
factor 
Panel3 Soc423 200 HEX 180-228 58° 30sec 
Soc666 180 6-FAM 173-189 56° 30sec 1:20 
Soc602 340 6-FAM 120-170 52° 30sec 
Soc661 349 HEX 128-152 
Panel4 Cneb04 154 6-FAM 163-185 60° 30sec 
Cneb23 77 6-FAM 124-152 58° 30sec 1:10 
Cneb12 185 HEX 156-176 56° 30sec 
Cneb24 85 NED 
Cneb09 154 NED 177-201 
Note. Primer concentration (nM L"1 per 6 .50 µL reaction), fluorescent labels, allele size ranges, annealing temperatures 
and dilution factors for 15 microsatellites combined into 4 multiplex panels. 
After amplification, PCR products were diluted 1 :20 (Panels 1, 2, 3) with 
ddH20 and 1: 10 (Panel 4) before mixing 1.2 µL of sample with an equal amount 
of a loading solution (formamide, blue dextran EDTA, and a size standard). 
Microsatellite PCR products were denatured for 2 minutes and loaded on an ABI 
PRISM 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Electrophoresis gels consisted of a 
6.0% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Genescan v 3.1 .2 was used to generate 
electrophoregrams for each individual sample from the gel image and alleles 
were called using Genotyper software v 2.5 (Applied Biosystems). 
Data Analysis 
Microsatellite genotype proportions were tested for conformance to 
Hardy-Weinberg (HWE) expectations using exact tests in Genepop v 4.0.11 
(Raymond and Rousset 1995). The exact probability of conformance to HWE 
was estimated using a Monte-Carlo Markov-chain method; parameters for all 
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tests were 10,000 dememorizations, 500 batches, and 5,000 iterations per batch. 
Bonferroni sequential correction was applied as described by Rice (1989) to 
determine the significance of probability values when multiple independent tests 
were performed simultaneously. Allele frequencies were compared between the 
37 Davis Bayou and the 49 Bay St. Louis broodstocks using an exact test in 
Genepop. The exact probability value was determined using a Monte-Carlo 
Markov-chain method employing the same parameters as above for Hardy-
Weinberg tests. 
The software Microchecker was used to assess the occurrence of scoring 
artifacts at each locus such as stuttering, null alleles, and/or large allele dropout 
(Van Oosterhout et al. 2004). These artifacts can lead to scoring errors that 
compromise population genetic inferences and genetic tagging; thus, 
microsatellite markers with a suggestion of artifacts were removed from further 
analyses. Genetic diversity at the selected loci was characterized in the 
reference populations surveyed using unbiased gene diversity (Nei 1987) and the 
number of alleles detected per locus. Gene diversity is the expected 
heterozygosity or the probability that the two alleles at a locus are different. The 
genotypes of the broodstock population held at the Thad Cochran Marine 
Aquaculture Center (TC MAC) in 2009 and 2010 (86 broodfish) were used to 
evaluate the power of the panel of markers for parentage assignment and 
genetic tagging. The power of the loci for identification of hatchery fish from their 
wild conspecifics was evaluated using simulations in the software program 
Cervus (Marshall et al. 1998). Since some brooders had not been sexed when 
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fish were introduced to spawning tanks, all parent sexes were considered 
unknown for the simulations. Genotypes of 10,000 spotted seatrout offspring 
from the broodstock were simulated based on parental genotypes and by 
applying Mendelian transmission rules. Genotypes of 10,000 wild fish unrelated 
to the broodstock simulating random genotypes from the local seatrout 
population were then generated. Simulations were conducted accounting for 50 
candidate parents corresponding to the number of broodfish usually used to 
produce offspring stocked in a bay system; the parental genotypes were 
assumed to be available at 99% of the loci and a minimum number of 13 loci 
typed per fish based on empirical data in our laboratory. Hatchery fish were 
assumed to represent 10% of the recaptured fish examined for parentage 
analysis. Genotyping error rates of 1 % and 5% were considered in simulations. 
The Logarithm of Odds (LOO) score statistic was calculated for all possible 
candidate parents x simulated offspring combinations and used as a criterion for 
parentage assignment. The LOO-score is the logarithm of the ratio of the 
likelihood of two probabilities, as seen below. 
LOO = In[ L(parent - offspring_relationship) J 
L( offspring_ unrelated_to _parents) 
The numerator is the probability that the offspring considered is a true offspring 
of the considered parental pair and is determined using Mendelian transmission 
probabilities when the offspring matches the parental pair considered or by 
applying the genotyping error rate when there is a mismatch. The denominator is 
the probability of sampling the genotype considered by chance in the local 
population and is determined based on the estimated allele frequencies. 
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The distribution of LOO scores of true offspring from hatchery broodfish 
and random wild offspring unrelated to the broodstock were used to determine 
threshold LOO-scores for parentage assignment in order to minimize type I and 
type II errors. The type I error is the probability of incorrectly classifying a 
hatchery fish as a wild fish, and the type II error is the probability of incorrectly 
classifying a wild fish as a hatchery fish. Additionally, analyses were conducted 
for assigning offspring to a single parent to account for cases where genotypes of 
one of the two parents were missing (e.g ., if some of the hatchery brooders had 
not been sampled and genotyped). Parameters for these simulations were the 
same as for parental pair analyses given above. 
Results 
Allele frequencies did not differ significantly between the Davis Bayou and 
Bay St. Louis broodstocks. In addition, analyses performed for the two 
broodstocks treated separately gave essentially the same outcome. Results are, 
therefore, presented below for the two broodstocks treated as one single 
broodstock population. As indicated earlier, from a total of 21 microsatellite loci 
initially evaluated for multiplex amplification, 6 loci (Soc412, Soc416, Soc590, 
Soc571, Cneb22, and Cneb24) were removed from panels at various stages of 
the optimization process due to inconsistent amplification success, scoring 
difficulties, or because occurrence of scoring artifacts was inferred in 
Microchecker, leaving 15 loci in the final panel. 
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Genotype frequencies at one of the 15 loci deviated significantly from 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium before Bonferroni sequential correction; none of the 
departure was significant after correction for multiple tests performed 
simultaneously. No evidence of stuttering or large allele dropout was found 
during analyses in Microchecker. Null alleles were inferred at locus Soc602 but 
genotype frequencies did not depart significantly from Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium during exact tests indicating that th is scoring artifact, if true, had a 
negligible effect on allele and genotype frequencies. Locus Soc602 was, 
therefore, kept for further analyses. Results of analyses in several populations 
(see Chapter Ill) confirmed that this locus was suitable for population genetics 
inference. The number of alleles detected ranged from 4 at locus Soc133 to 21 at 
locus Soc660. Gene diversity ranged from 0.248 at locus Soc133 to 0.892 at 
locus Soc660. 
The distributions of LOO scores obtained during simulations of parentage 
analysis assigning offspring to parent pairs are presented in Figures 1 and 2. 
Assuming a genotyping error rate of 1 %, a threshold LOO-score of 8 resulted in 
minimal type I and type II error rates of 0.0003 and 0.0005, respectively, meaning 
there was a 0.03% probability of incorrectly excluding a hatchery fish and a 
0.05% chance of incorrectly assigning a wild fish to hatchery parents (Figure 1 ). 
When assuming a 5% genotyping error rate, the same threshold LOO-score of 8 
resulted in a type I error of 0.0181 and a type II error rate of 0.0088, meaning 
there was a 1.81 % chance of incorrectly excluding a hatchery fish and a 0.88% 
chance of incorrectly assigning a wild fish to hatchery parents (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Distribution of the Logarithm of Odds (LOO) score of simulated wild 
offspring (in blue) and simulated true offspring of hatchery broodfish (in red) 
obtained during analyses assigning offspring to pairs of hatchery broodfish . The 
LOO-score of the most likely parental pair among all possible pairs of broodfish is 
presented for each simulated offspring. Calculations assume a 1 % genotyping 
error rate. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of the Logarithm of Odds (LOO) score of simulated wild 
offspring (in blue) and simulated true offspring of hatchery broodfish (in red) 
obtained during analyses assigning offspring to pairs of hatchery broodfish . The 
LOO-score of the most likely parental pair among all possible pairs of broodfish is 
presented for each simulated offspring. Calculations assume a 5% genotyping 
error rate. 
The distributions of LOO scores obtained during simulations of parentage 
analysis assigning offspring to a single parent are presented in Figures 3 and 4. 
Assuming a genotyping error rate of 1 %, a threshold LOO-score of 5 resulted in a 
type I error rate of 0.0706 and a type II error rate of 0.1152, meaning there was a 
7.06% chance of incorrectly excluding a hatchery fish and an 11.6% chance of 
incorrectly matching a wild fish to hatchery parents. Assuming a genotyping error 
rate of 5%, a threshold of 4 resulted in a type I error rate of 0.1134 and a type II 
error rate of 0.0950. Therefore, there was an 11 .3% probability of mistakenly 
excluding a hatchery fish and a 9.5% probability of erroneously assigning a wild 
fish to hatchery brooders. Simulations on parent pairs for 1 % and 5% genotyping 
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error rates left approximately 0.042% of the simulated offspring that could not be 
assigned to a parental pair. The single parent simulations left approximately 
0.084% of offspring that could not be assigned to a broodfish parent, for both 1 % 
and 5% genotyping error rates. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the Logarithm of Odds (LOO) score of simulated wild 
offspring (in blue) and simulated true offspring of hatchery parents (in red) 
obtained during analyses assigning offspring to a single hatchery broodfish. The 
LOO-score of the most likely parent among all broodfish sampled is presented for 
each simulated offspring . Calculations assume a 1 % genotyping error rate. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of the Logarithm of Odds (LOO) score of simulated wild 
offspring (in blue) and simulated true offspring of hatchery parents (in red) 
obtained during analyses assigning offspring to a single hatchery broodfish. The 
LOO-score of the most likely parent among all broodfish sampled is presented for 
each simulated offspring . Calculations assume a 5% genotyping error rate. 
Discussion 
The objective of this chapter was to optimize assays for a panel of 10 to 
15 microsatellites, as this was anticipated to be sufficient to identify hatchery fish 
recaptured in the wild with confidence based on data from other species 
(Karlsson et al. 2008a; Saillant et al. 2009) and assess population structure. The 
selected 15 microsatellite loci amplified consistently throughout the study and 
showed genotype proportions conforming to HWE expectations with minimal 
impact of scoring artifacts. The 15 microsatellites (11 heterologous loci from red 
drum libraries and 4 homologous loci) were combined in 4 multiplex panels that 
allowed efficient assaying of large numbers of samples in subsequent genetic 
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studies of spotted seatrout populations (see Chapter Ill) and are available for 
future genetic monitoring. Interestingly, several of the loci tested by Renshaw et 
al. (2009) and considered suitable for population genetic studies ended up being 
rejected from our panel. These loci showed inconsistent amplification and scoring 
in the laboratory and/or the occurrence of scoring artifacts was inferred during 
analyses in Microchecker and tests of conformance of genotype proportions to 
Hardy-Weinberg expectations. The study of Renshaw et al. (2009) was based on 
a small number of samples (30 individuals) and likely reflected the results of one 
amplification trial. The findings of this study highlight the importance of surveying 
large sample sizes (e.g. ;:: 50) to reliably assess the amplification and scoring 
success at a microsatellite and enable detection of scoring artifacts when they 
occur. 
Simulation analyses were performed to determine the power of the 15 
microsatellites to correctly distinguish hatchery fish from their wild conspecifics. 
Parent pair analyses assuming a 1 % genotyping error rate resulted in very low 
type I error rate and type II error rates (0.03 and 0.05%, respectively) . Even when 
a high genotyping error rate was assumed (5%), type I and type II error rates 
were acceptable (1.81 and 0.88%, respectively) . These results are consistent 
with the estimated power of a similar panel of microsatellites used for genetic 
tagging in red drum (Saillant et al. 2009) and indicate that the panel developed in 
this study is sufficient to achieve reliable unambiguous identification of 
recaptured hatchery fish through assignment to pairs of broodfish present in 
spawning tanks. The simulations conducted here assume that all broodfish 
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present in tanks are sampled and their genetic profiles are known. This is an 
important practical aspect of genetic tagging in that offspring from missing 
parents cannot be identified. If only one of the two parents is missing, the power 
of inference decreased substantially, especially when higher genotyping error 
rates were considered (close to 10% type I and type II error rates). This result is 
consistent with findings from other studies (e.g., Hauser et al. 2011) and 
highlights that matching of offspring to a single parent with the same level of 
confidence as the one achieved for parent pair analyses would require 
substantially more microsatellites. As discussed above, under an ideal scenario, 
genotypes for all broodfish present in spawning tanks are accounted for and 
parent pair analyses matching offspring to both their parents ensures 
identification of all hatchery released fish. These considerations emphasize the 
importance of ensuring that all broodfish introduced in spawning tanks are 
collected and genotyped for genetic tagging. However, should any genetic 
profiles of brooders be missing, matching at least one of the parents to potential 
offspring may be worthwhile as it would indicate hatchery origin. Results of single 
parent analyses indicate that the large majority of hatchery fish (>88.7%) can be 
assigned to a parent with only a reduced rate of type II errors (9.5%). These 
results were obtained by defining a threshold LOO-score that minimized both 
type I and type II error. When recapturing fish to identify hatchery origin, 
empirical data suggests the very large majority of fish captured are wild so the 
strategy of minimizing type I and type II error would be expected to lead to a 
large number of false positives (i.e., close to 10% of the recaptured fish would be 
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mistakenly identified as hatchery fish) , possibly much larger than the actual 
number of true hatchery fish recovered during sampling. As a consequence, a 
more appropriate use of single parent analysis may be to set the threshold for 
assignment to a higher value. For example, if the threshold is shifted from 4 to 8, 
the proportion of wild fish incorrectly classified as hatchery fish (false positives) 
decreases to less than 1 % and approximately 50% of hatchery fish are still 
recovered. These results illustrate the limitations of single parent analyses and 
the importance of ensuring that all parents are sampled. 
A small proportion of offspring was not assigned to any parent pairs (or to 
any single parent during single parent analyses). Unassigned offspring are 
attributed to cases where two or more parent pairs (or single parents) have 
identical LOO scores (T. Marshall, personal communication). These individuals, 
thus, do add to the type I and type II error rates in that they increase the 
proportion of recaptured fish that cannot be classified as either hatchery or wild . 
However, the proportion of samples that could not be assigned was small (a 
maximum of 0.042% for parent pair assignment and 0.084% for single parent 
analyses) and would, thus, have minimal influence on the expected efficiency of 
parental assignment. 
Finally, there are now several homologous markers available for spotted 
seatrout (M.D. Tringali , personal communication; Blandon et al. 2010; Piller and 
Cordes 2011 ). Homologous markers typically show increased polymorphism and 
more reliable amplification and scoring than heterologous markers. Therefore, 
including some of these new markers in addition to the 15 markers currently in 
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use and/or as substitutes to some of the red drum markers may be worth 
exploring. Homologous markers, in particular, may be helpful if samples with low 
DNA quality are to be assayed. This could occur if collections of tissue in the field 
include sampling fish post-mortem, as amplification failure and inconsistency are 
typically increased in that case. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
POPULATION STRUCTURE OF SPOTIED SEATROUT IN THE 
NORTHCENTRAL GULF OF MEXICO AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
MANAGEMENT OF STOCK ENHANCEMENT IN MISSISSIPPI BAY SYSTEMS 
Introduction 
Populations of marine and coastal fishes such as the spotted seatrout 
typically show some degree of connectivity over broad geographic scales due to 
the open nature of marine habitats (Avise 1998) and the high potential for 
movement at various life history stages. Even when adults show limited mobility, 
species that have planktonic larvae subjected to transport by coastal or oceanic 
currents could show high connectivity through dispersal of eggs and larvae. 
However, during recent years, there has been increasing evidence that 
connectivity of marine populations is, in fact, limited geographically by factors 
such as sedentary lifestyles of adults, local retention of planktonic larvae (Cowen 
et al. 2006), and the occurrence of genetic adaptation to local conditions (Hice et 
al. 2012). This reduced connectivity is expected to lead to the differentiation of 
distinct genetic characteristics in local populations that need to be accounted for 
in management of fisheries or stock enhancement programs targeting these 
stocks. Indeed, in the case of stock enhancement programs, failure to recognize 
genetically distinct subpopulations could lead to stocking fish of non-local genetic 
origin, which would generate genetic impacts if those non-local fish interbreed 
with wild fish. The potential negative consequences of large scale release of non-
local fish include a possible disturbance of population structure (e.g., genetic 
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swamping, Allendorf and Luikart 2007), ultimately resulting in the loss of unique 
local genetic characteristics and/or the disruption of supplemented populations 
through outbreeding depression (Gharrett et al. 1999; Gilk et al. 2004). Mitigation 
of this issue requires knowledge of population structure of the supplemented 
species and stocking the local population with offspring from locally caught 
brooders only. Therefore, an immediate and fundamental priority for stock 
enhancement is to understand population structure of the target species and 
define appropriate management units. 
Spotted seatrout are relatively sedentary as adults (Holt and Holt 2003) 
and spawn close to shore, suggesting spatial dispersal of eggs and larvae is 
limited (Comyns et al. 2008). These life history features suggest that the overall 
lifetime dispersal of spotted seatrout may be limited . In this situation, geographic 
structuring of populations would be expected to follow an isolation by distance 
pattern where genetic distance increases as a function of geographic distance 
(Rousset 1997).0ccurrence of an isolation by distance pattern was suggested in 
previous studies of population genetic structure of spotted seatrout (King and 
Zimmerman 1993; Gold et al. 1999; Ward et al. 2007). However, several studies 
also documented genetic discontinuities, in particular, among Atlantic 
subpopulations (Wiley and Chapman 2003; Ward et al. 2007). Within the 
northern Gulf of Mexico, low levels of population subdivision were found (e.g. , 
Gold et al. 2003) but sampling was very limited in the northcentral and 
northeastern Gulf and did not allow evaluating isolation by distance and/or 
occurrence of genetic discontinuities in these regions. 
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The objective of this chapter is to examine population structure in the 
northcentral Gulf of Mexico with a specific emphasis on Mississippi bay systems 
as well as neighboring populations possibly connected genetically to Mississippi 
stocks. These neighboring populations occur to the west in Louisiana and to the 
east in Alabama and Florida. Careful examination of stock structure in the region 
and of the degree of connectivity with neighboring populations will be necessary 
for defining appropriate management units for the developing Mississippi spotted 
seatrout stock enhancement program (SPEC). Genetic data collected in local 
populations also will establish a baseline upon which future management and 
monitoring of stock enhancement and fisheries stocks can build. 
A first working hypothesis is that spotted seatrout populations may be 
structured according to an isolation-by-distance model as discussed above. 
There is also a shift in habitat along the Gulf Coast from Louisiana to Florida as 
the influence of the Mississippi River decreases. Adaptive divergence between 
Mississippi-Louisiana populations and spotted seatrout populations farther east 
may, therefore, occur in response to these changes in habitat characteristics. 
This could translate into a barrier to gene flow or genetic discontinuity between 
Mississippi and Florida. Previous genetic studies have shown clinal variation at 
some allozymes (King and Zimmerman 1993), suggesting adaptive divergence 
does occur along the Gulf Coast. Another potential structuring factor is related to 
the fishing mortality. Fisheries' regulations differ between states in the 
northcentral Gulf of Mexico with a minimum size of 15 inches in Florida, 14 
inches in Alabama, 14 (until 2008) then 13 inches in Mississippi, and 12 inches in 
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Louisiana. Recent studies of several exploited fishes have shown that the 
selective harvest of a fraction of a population (e.g., the fraction of fish larger than 
the minimum legal capture size) can lead to a rapid evolution of life history traits 
(Conover and Munch 2002). Typical evolutionary responses include slower 
growth rate (Reznick and Ghalambor 2005; Biro and Post 2008) and smaller size 
at first maturity (Olsen et al. 2004; Fukuwaka and MOrita 2008; Hard et al. 2008). 
Adaptive responses to these different thresholds in the different states may have 
occurred , therefore leading to structuring of these populations. In this chapter, 
the microsatell ite markers developed in Chapter II are used to examine regional 
population structure in the major bay systems in Mississippi and neighboring 
populations in Louisiana and Florida. A first assessment of genetic diversity and 
effective population size also was conducted and will serve as a baseline for 
future genetic monitoring of stock enhancement activities. 
Materials and Methods 
Sampling Methods 
Spotted seatrout were collected between March 2010 and September 
2012 from each of the four major bay systems in Mississippi: Davis Bayou (DB, n 
= 81), Bay St. Louis (BSL, n = 67), Pascagoula (PA, n = 59), and Grand Bay (GB, 
n = 61) and from reference populations in Louisiana: Grand Isle (GI, n = 105), 
Florida: Pensacola (PS, n = 59), and Apalachicola (APA, n = 53) (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Sampling localities for the study of regional population structure of 
spotted seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus). GI - Grand Isle; SSL - Bay St. Louis; 
DB - Davis Bayou; PA- Pascagoula; GB - Grand Bay; PS - Pensacola; APA -
Apalachicola. 
All samples within each sampling site were collected within a 5 mile radius 
with the exception of the Grand Isle locality where fish were obtained from 
Caminada Bay and Barataria Bay, which are approximately 15 miles apart. Fish 
were captured via hook and line and gill netting. Muscle and/or fin clippings were 
taken from individual fish immediately at capture, when possible, or fish were 
placed on ice and fin clips were taken after a few hours. Samples from Davis 
Bayou and Bay St. Louis were collected via gill nets in conjunction with the USM 
Sport Fish Tag and Release Program. Samples collected in Pascagoula and 
Pensacola were obtained by recreational fishermen through hook and line; 
Apalachicola samples were obtained via seine and gill netting through the Florida 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FFWCC). Tissue samples were 
stored in 95% ethanol or in a DMSO salt saturated buffer solution (0.5M EDTA, 
Dimethyl sulfoxide, NaCl, ddH20) at room temperature until DNA isolation and 
genetic assays. 
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Laboratory Methods 
Procedures for DNA extraction , multiplex PCR amplification , fragment 
electrophoresis, and scoring followed protocols described in Chapter 11. A total of 
462 samples were assayed at the 15 microsatellites included in the panel 
developed in Chapter II. Sample sizes for each population are given in the 
previous section. 
Data Analysis 
Microchecker v 2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et al. 2004) was used to assess 
the occurrence of scoring artifacts at each locus such as stuttering and/or null 
alleles. Conformance of genotypic proportions to Hardy-Weinberg expectations 
was tested for all loci in all populations using exact tests in Genepop software 
(Raymond and Rousset 1995). The exact probability was estimated using a 
Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain approach as described in Raymond and Rousset 
(1995). Departure from Hardy-Weinberg expectations within a population (F,s) 
was estimated as Weir and Cockerham (1984) f statistics as computed in 
Genepop v 4.2 (Raymond and Rousset 1995; Rousset 2008). Allelic richness 
and gene diversity were determined at each locus in each population using the 
software program FSTAT v 2.9.3.2 (Goudet 1995). Allelic richness is a measure 
of the number of alleles independent of sample size, which allows comparisons 
of genetic diversity among populations when sample sizes are different (El 
Mousadik and Petit 1996). Gene diversity is an unbiased estimate of expected 
heterozygosity (Nei 1987). Wilcoxon pairwise signed-rank tests were used to 
compare gene diversity and allelic richness between population pairs. 
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computations were performed in PASW Statistics 18.0 (IBM SPSS software). 
The magnitude of the divergence among populations was estimated using Weir 
and Cockerham (1984) B. Significance of Bwas tested using exact tests of 
homogeneity in allele and genotype frequencies as implemented in Genepop and 
employing the same Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain approach as above (Hardy-
Weinberg tests). Pairwise comparisons (estimation of Band exact tests) were run 
on all pairs of populations to examine spatial patterns of population structure. 
Isolation by distance was examined using a Mantel test of the significance of the 
correlation between a matrix of pairwise genetic distances and a matrix of 
pairwise geographic distances. Genetic distance was measured as Fsr/(1-Fsr) as 
recommended by Rousset (1997), and the geographic distance between 
localities was calculated based on an average latitude and longitude value for 
each locality, thus considering a one dimensional (along the coastline) linear 
distribution of demes. The significance of the correlation was tested by a Mantel 
permutation approach (Smouse et al. 1986) in the software Genalex v 6.5 
(Peakall and Smouse 2006, 2012) with 1,000 random permutations of the 
distance matrices. 
The population genetic model in the region was further explored using the 
Bayesian clustering approach implemented in the software TESS v 2.3.1 
(Franc;ois et al. 2006; Durand et al. 2009). TESS is designed to seek 
discontinuities in continuous populations based on the distribution of multilocus 
genotypes. This approach accounts for spatial autocorrelation of genotypes and 
is therefore well suited to detecting discontinuities in populations showing some 
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degree of isolation by distance. Five hundred runs were performed using a 
conditional autoregression (CAR) admixture model, allowing for correlated allele 
frequencies among populations. The Monte Carlo search for each run included 
50,000 sweeps with the first 10,000 sweeps discarded as burn in. Inferences 
were made based on the 10 runs showing the lowest Deviance Information 
Criteria as recommended by Durand et al. (2009). 
The linkage disequilibrium method was used to estimate effective 
population size in each locality surveyed. The method exploits the random 
linkage disequilibrium that arises by chance each generation in finite populations 
to generate estimates of the numbers of breeders contributing to cohorts and Ne. 
The program LDNe (Waples and Do 2008), which implements the methods 
updated by Waples (2006), was used to estimate the effective population sizes of 
spotted seatrout in the 7 localities surveyed. Estimates were generated 
accounting for alleles with a frequency greater than 2% considering the sample 
sizes available for each population (R. Waples, personal communication). 
Confidence intervals for the estimated Ne were generated by jackknifing over loci 
as recommended by Waples and Do (2008). 
Results 
Significant departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibria were detected in 
11 out of 165 exact tests before sequential Bonferroni correction; only 1 test 
remained significant after correction (accounting for 15 microsatellites surveyed 
per population) in the Grand Bay population at locus Cneb09 (p = 0.0012, 
adjusted a= 0.0033). Possible occurrence of null alleles was inferred in 9 
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Microchecker tests (Soc660 in the Davis Bayou, Pensacola, and Apalachicola 
populations; Soc609 in the Pascagoula population ; Soc666 in the Grand Isle, 
Pascagoula, and Grand Bay populations; Soc532 in the Grand Isle population; 
and Cneb09 in the Grand Bay population). Stutter bands were inferred during 3 
tests ( Soc666 in Grand Isle and Grand Bay and Cneb09 in Grand Bay). No 
occurrence of large allele dropout was detected. These artifacts were not 
consistently detected across populations and did not lead to significant departure 
from Hardy-Weinberg expectations during exact tests as indicated above. Based 
on these results , the 15 loci were used for further analyses. Summary statistics 
for the 15 microsatellites in all 7 sample localities are given in the Appendix. The 
number of alleles detected per population ranged from 4 in the BSL, PA, GI, GB, 
and PS populations at locus Soc133 and the DB population at locus Soc626 to 
28 in the GI population at locus Soc660. Gene diversity varied from 0.254 at 
locus Soc133 to 0.915 at locus Soc660. The Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were run 
with a Bonferroni sequential correction applied to account for the number of tests 
performed simultaneously (21 population pairs). Six population pairs out of a total 
of 21 comparisons showed significant differences in allelic richness; all the 
significant differences involved comparisons between western locations 
(Mississippi, Louisiana) and eastern locations (Florida localities) and indicated 
significantly lower genetic diversity in the western part of the sampled range 
(Table 2). No significant difference in allelic richness was recorded between the 
two Florida locations (z = -1.108 P = 0.268) or among the Mississippi and 
Louisiana localities (-0.795 < z< -0.170, P = 0.394). 
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None of the pairwise differences were significant after Bonferroni 
correction accounting for the 21 simultaneous comparisons. There were 4 
significant outcomes during pairwise comparison of gene diversity (Table 3) and 
all involved eastern localities showing higher gene diversity than western 
populations (DB> APA z = -2.077 , P = 0.038, DB> PS z = -2.564, P = 0.010, 
SSL > PS, z= -2.090, P = 0.037, GI > PS z = -2.207, P = 0.027). Differences 
were not significant after Bonferroni sequential correction. The distributions of 
allelic richness and gene diversity were compared between the eastern 
populations (Pascagoula and Pensacola) pooled and the pooled western 
populations (Mississippi bay systems and Louisiana). Both allelic richness and 
gene diversity were higher in the Eastern populations (Allelic Richness: 14 out of 
15 loci, z = -2.953, P = 0.003; gene diversity 10 out of 15 loci, z = -1.931 , P = 
0.053). 
Table 2 
Pairwise Comparisons of Allelic Richness Estimated at 15 Microsatellite Loci 
using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for 21 Pairs of Spotted Seatrout Populations 
in the Northcentral Gulf of Mexico. 
Population 
BSL 
DB 
PA 
GB 
GI 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
BSL 
NS 
NS 
NS 
DB 
NS 
NS 
PA GB PS 
NS 
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Table 2 (continued). 
Population GI BSL DB PA GB PS 
PS Gl<PS BSL<PS DB<PS NS NS 
APA NS BSL<APA DB<APA NS GB<APA NS 
Note. Bold font indicates significant differences (a. = 0.05); no comparison was significant after Bonferroni sequential 
correction. 
Table 3 
Pairwise Comparisons of Gene Diversity Estimated at 15 Microsatellite Loci 
using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for 21 Pairs of Spotted Seatrout Populations 
in the Northcentral Gulf of Mexico. 
Population GI BSL DB PA GB PS 
BSL NS 
DB NS NS 
PA NS NS NS 
GB NS NS NS NS 
PS Gl<PS BSL<PS DB<PS NS NS 
APA NS NS DB<APA NS NS NS 
Note. Bold font indicates significant differences (a. = 0.05); no comparison was significant after Bonferroni sequential 
correction. 
Exact tests of population differentiation across all populations revealed 
significant heterogeneity in allele frequencies among localities at 10 loci before 
Bonferroni correction and 9 loci after correction. Exact tests between pairs of 
populations revealed that most of the significant differences occurred between 
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the western localities (Louisiana and Mississippi) and the two localities in Florida 
(Pensacola and Apalachicola). Allele frequencies also differed significantly 
between Pensacola and Apalachicola. Pairwise FsT estimates showed an 
increase with geographic distance (Table 4). The Mantel test confirmed 
occurrence of a significant correlation between genetic and geographic distance 
(Figure 6, P < 0.001) expected under isolation by distance. 
Table 4 
Pairwise Fsr Estimates Between Populations of Spotted Seatrout in the 
Northcentral Gulf of Mexico. 
Population GI BSL DB PG GB 
BSL -0.0005 0 
DB -0.0008 -0.0013 0 
PG 0.0004 -0.0002 -0.0002 0 
GB -0.0004 0.0014 0.0009 0.0004 0 
PS 0.0056 0.0064 0.0040 0.0044 -0.0004 
APA 0.0227 0.0273 0.0218 0.0213 0.0185 
PS 
0 
0.0086 
All 500 replicate runs in TESS converged towards one single continuous 
population structured according to an isolation by distance pattern with no 
evidence for genetic discontinuities within the sampled range. 
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Figure 6. Plot of genetic versus geographic distance among 7 geographic 
populations of spotted seatrout in the northcentral Gulf of Mexico. 
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6 0 
Estimates of effective population size were generated using the linkage 
disequilibrium method for all sampled populations. Estimates for Grand Isle and 
all Mississippi bay systems except Pascagoula were infinite. Estimates for both 
Florida populations were finite with the smallest estimated value for Apalachicola 
(136, 95% Confidence Interval 96-221) (Table 5). 
Table 5 
Estimates of Effective Population Size by the Llinkage Disequilibrium Method for 
7 Geographic Populations within the Northcentral Gulf of Mexico. 
Locality LDNe 95%- 95%+ 
Grand Isle 4425.5 603.1 infinite 
Bay St Louis infinite 495.5 infinite 
Davis Bayou infinite 525.9 infinite 
Pascagoula 314.6 171 .6 1383.3 
Grand Bay infinite 388.2 Infinite 
Table 5 (continued). 
Locality 
Pensacola 
Apalachicola 
LDNe 
450.2 
136.0 
95%-
199.2 
91.1 
Discussion 
95%+ 
infinite 
248.0 
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The primary objective of this chapter was to address two key issues. The 
first objective was to understand population structure of spotted seatrout in the 
northcentral Gulf of Mexico in order to assist in the design of appropriate 
management units for stock enhancement (e.g., determine if separate 
management of Bay St. Louis and Davis Bayou is necessary). The second 
objective was to establish baseline data on genetic diversity and effective 
population size in Mississippi bays to allow future monitoring of effects of stock 
enhancement on genetic diversity and determine the potential risk of genetic 
diversity loss during the program (Ryman and Laikre 1991 ). Allele frequencies 
differed significantly among localities within the sampled range that extended 
from Louisiana (Grand Isle) to West Florida (Apalachicola). Pairwise 
homogeneity tests revealed no significant heterogeneity among the western 
localities (Louisiana and Mississippi samples), but significant differences in allele 
frequency occurred between samples from western localities and those obtained 
from the two Florida localities. A weak but significant divergence was also found 
between the Pensacola and Apalachicola samples. Examination of the pairwise 
estimates of FsT suggested that genetic differences increased as a function of 
geographic distance (i.e., an isolation by distance pattern, Wright 1943; Malecot 
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1948), a result that was corroborated by the highly significant outcome of the 
Mantel test. Bayesian clustering in TESS also converged to a single continuous 
population model with isolation by distance within the sampled range and no 
genetic discontinuities. These results suggest that isolation by distance is a 
primary structuring mechanism in the region for the microsatellite markers that 
we surveyed. The finding of isolation by distance is consistent with prior studies 
of spotted seatrout population structure in the Gulf of Mexico using allozymes 
(Ramsey and Wakeman 1987), mitochondrial DNA (Gold et al. 1999), and 
microsatellites (Gold et al. 2003; Ward et al. 2007; M.D. Tringali, personal 
communication). Restricted spatial dispersal is also consistent with results of 
tagging and otolith microchemistry studies that indicate a sedentary life history of 
adults (Blanchet et al. 2001 ; Anderson and Karel 201 O; Murphy et al. 2011) and 
with the notion that larval dispersal is limited in spotted seatrout. 
There was no evidence of genetic discontinuities and barriers to gene flow 
occurring in the sampled range. Barriers to gene flow have been suggested in 
genetic studies of spotted seatrout along the Atlantic coast (Wiley and Chapman 
2003; Ward et al. 2007) and could reflect local adaptation restricting gene flow 
between regions, as well as physical barriers preventing larval dispersal and/or a 
more fragmented habitat in that region. In the northern Gulf of Mexico, genetic 
discontinuities were not detected but early work by King and Zimmerman (1993) 
revealed a clear clinal pattern of genetic variation at the aspartate 
aminotransferase enzyme congruent with latitudinal gradients, suggesting 
adaptive variation in response to changing habitats. The microsatellite loci we 
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employed are assumed neutral to natural selection and are, in consequence, not 
adapted to characterize natural selection and local adaptation. Therefore, genetic 
divergence at non-neutral genes could be occurring but could not be detected in 
our study because microsatellite markers are not suited for this purpose. The 
results of this study, therefore, do not exclude the occurrence of genetic 
divergence at genes involved in local genetic adaptation. Further investigation 
targeting non-neutral genetic variation is needed to evaluate the structuring role 
of factors such as habitat characteristics or varying fishing pressure among 
states along the Gulf coast. The present results suggest that gene flow in the 
northcentral Gulf of Mexico is primarily explained by a simple function of 
geographic distance. However, significant divergence between Grand Bay and 
Pensacola and then between Pensacola and Apalachicola was detected during 
exact tests, while no difference in allele frequencies were detected among all 
localities in the western part of the sampled range (from Grand Bay to Grand 
Isle). The point estimates of contemporaneous effective population size by the 
linkage disequilibrium method were larger in the western populations (except for 
the Pascagoula estuary) than in the two Florida localities. In particular, all 
Western populations but Pascagoula had significantly greater estimates than the 
Apalachicola population (i.e. , confidence intervals did not overlap) and point 
estimates were infinite or greater than 4,000 for 4 of the western localities, while 
the point estimate for Apalachicola was only 136. These results suggest that 
effective size and population density is greater in the western part of the sampled 
range, which could explain the absence of significant divergence in allele 
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frequencies between Grand Bay and Grand Isle. Indeed, under isolation by 
distance, the slope of the relationship between genetic and geographic distance 
reflects the inverse of the product of population density by a dispersal spread 
parameter (the second moment of the distribution of dispersal distance, Rousset 
1997). Assuming dispersal distance has the same distribution throughout the 
sampled range, increased density in the western localities would be expected to 
result in reduced divergence among populations as was observed in the present 
study. On another hand, the smaller effective size of Floridian populations would 
result in increased effects of genetic drift and divergence, also consistent with the 
results. Greater population density in Mississippi and Louisiana may result from 
larger amounts of suitable habitats for spotted seatrout and, in particular, a 
continuous brackish estuarine-like habitat along the coastline of the Mississippi 
Sound, while the suitable estuarine habitat may become more fragmented in 
West Florida. A potential caveat to the above interpretation would occur if 
dispersal distance is greater in the western region . Indeed, if the effective 
immigration rate in demes is greater than 5-10%, estimates of effective 
population size tend to reflect the size of the metapopulation instead of the size 
of local demes (Waples and Eng land 2011 ). Greater connectivity among western 
populations could, therefore, generate the pattern of population structure and 
linkage disequilibrium Ne observed in this study. While there is no indication that 
adult movement or larval transport leads to more effective dispersal in the 
western part of the sampled range, this cannot be excluded. However, a greater 
population density in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama is supported by 
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capture data in the different states with captures in Louisiana and Mississippi 
totaling on average 19.7 M speckled trout per year during the period 2005-2009. 
Captures for the entire West Florida coast averaged only 11 .3 M during the same 
period (National Marine Fisheries Service Fisheries Statistics Division, personal 
communication), while the linear coastline of the Florida Gulf coast is more than 
twice that of Louisiana and Mississippi. Altogether, these demographic data are 
consistent with the hypothesis that population density is greater in Mississippi 
and Louisiana, which could explain a greater homogeneity in those regions. 
Interestingly, allelic richness and gene diversity were significantly greater 
in the two Florida samples than in the western localities and was highest in the 
Apalachicola locality. Occurrence of a smaller effective size in Apalachicola (and 
to some degree, in Pensacola) is a priori inconsistent with the highest genetic 
diversity estimate for Florida localities. Estimates of Ne generated by the linkage 
disequilibrium method reflect contemporaneous effective population size in the 
generation that produced the sample (Waples and Do 2010) . A possible 
explanation for these apparently contradictory results is that current effective 
population size is small in the eastern part of the sampled range, in particular in 
the Apalachicola bay system, but that genetic diversity and allelic richness is 
higher as a result of a larger historical effective size in that region. The 88° 
longitudinal line (near Mobile Bay, Alabama) has been hypothesized to mark the 
boundary of a historical marine vicariant event. Historical isolation between 
regions east and west of this boundary was supported by data on several benthic 
fish and squids (McClure and McEachran 1992; Herke and Foltz 2002) and could 
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reflect displacement of organisms south to the west in Mexico or to the east in 
south Florida in response to a cooling event during the Pleistocene period. This 
vicariant event could have impacted spotted seatrout and be involved in the 
different patterns of genetic diversity observed during the present study. For 
example, allopatric divergence with a stronger genetic bottleneck in the west 
could have happened prior to re-colonization of northern habitats from the two 
refugia (Mexico and Florida) and explain the different patterns between eastern 
and western populations. Alternatively, re-colonization from Florida to the west 
may have involved founding events explaining the reduced genetic diversity in 
Mississippi and Louisiana. Further studies of spotted seatrout in the region using 
additional molecular markers and deployment of analytical approaches 
appropriate to studying historical demography and gene flow are warranted to 
better understand the origin of these differences. 
Finally, our samples included individuals from mixed cohorts. A recent 
simulation study in species with overlapping generations indicated that estimates 
of Ne by the linkage disequilibrium method tend to underestimate Ne when mixed 
cohorts are used (Robinson and Moyer 2012). The bias was concluded to be 
moderate but additional examination of effective population size of spotted 
seatrout via estimation of the effective number of breeders contributing to single 
cohorts is warranted and in progress. 
The present results are consistent with management of Mississippi 
spotted seatrout as a single unit stock based upon our failure to detect distinct 
subpopulations between Mississippi Bay populations. However, homogeneity 
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may be due in part to the high population density in that region and may not 
reflect restricted dispersal. Also, local adaptation may occur within the sampled 
range and would need to be formally evaluated. Characterizing gene flow in the 
area is rendered difficult by the very large estimated effective population size in 
the local bay systems. Therefore, obtaining more accurate estimates of effective 
population size and population density is a priority in order to make proper 
recommendations for management of Mississippi spotted seatrout. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL EFFECT OF STOCK ENHANCEMENT ON 
GENETIC DIVERSITY AND EFFECTIVE POPULATION SIZE 
Introduction 
Maintenance of genetic diversity is essential to ensure the long term 
survival and sustainability of populations, as it allows populations to evolve and 
adapt to new environmental challenges. An important issue thus lies in the 
potential effects of stock enhancement on genetic diversity of supplemented 
populations (Ryman and Laikre 1991 ). To address this question, Ryman and 
Laikre (1991) established the general framework to evaluate the impacts of 
stocking on the effective size of the target population. The concept of effective 
population size was introduced by Wright (1931) in order to determine the 
amount of random genetic drift occurring in actual populations (Lande and 
Barrowclough 1987). The effective size (Ne) of a population is defined as the size 
of an ideal population that would experience the same amount of genetic drift as 
the population under study. This parameter, in effect, provides a standardized 
measure of the genetic diversity that is maintained in a population and is, thus, 
the appropriate population genetics metric to study effects of stock enhancement 
on genetic diversity and evolutionary potential of populations. A reduction in Ne is 
expected to result in a decrease in genetic diversity in most situations, which puts 
affected populations at risk of loss of adaptive potential. The effect of stock 
enhancement on the effective size of a population can be summarized as follows 
(as per Ryman and Laikre 1991 ): One considers a wild population at an initial 
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generation t (before supplementation begins). A portion of this wild population is 
spawned in captivity to produce offspring that are released as juveniles at 
generation t+1. These hatchery reared fish contribute a proportion x of the 
spawning population in the wild at generation t+2. The remaining portion of the 
initial population (at generation t) is left to spawn in the wild and contributes a 
proportion of 1-x to the breeding population at generation t+2 (Figure 7). The 
resulting overall effective population size (Ne(w+h)), accounting for both the 
hatchery and wild components of the admixed spawning population at generation 
t+2, is given by Equation 1 (Ryman and Laikre 1991 ): 
1 x2 (1-x) 2 
- --= --+ --'-----'--
N e(w+h) N eh N ew 
Where Ne(w+h) is the overall effective size of the mixed population, N eh is the 
effective size of the hatchery population and New is the effective size of the wild 
spawning population; x represents the proportion of fish of hatchery origin 
contributing to the breeding population at generation t+2. 
t 
t+l 
t+2 
Wild 
component 
----
Hatchery 
component 
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Figure 7. Diagram representing stock enhancement of a wild population. Neh and 
New are the genetic effective sizes of the hatchery stock and that of the wild 
populations before supplementation respectively. Nw' and Nh' are the numbers of 
offspring of wild and hatchery origin that contribute to breeding in the wild at 
generation t+2. Adapted from Ryman et al.1995. 
According to this model, the size of the wild population is impacted by 
stock enhancement if the proportion (x) of fish of hatchery descent breeding in 
the wild is high, and the effective size of the hatchery population (Neh) is much 
smaller than New· It is often difficult to maintain large broodstock populations 
(e.g., larger than 50) in most marine species candidates for stock enhancement, 
but the size of the wild spawning stocks is usually assumed to be large. In such a 
situation , Ne will likely be reduced to some extent during stock enhancement. It is 
therefore a priority for management purposes to determine the minimum effective 
size that needs to be maintained in order to avoid compromising long term 
viability of the supplemented population. 
To the short term, a minimum effective size of 50 is often targeted in 
captive breeding programs focusing on endangered species in order to minimize 
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the immediate loss of genetic diversity and the accumulation of inbreeding. 
However, this value is insufficient to ensure long term survival of natural 
populations. Several studies have examined the minimum effective size that 
needs to be maintained in a population to ensure long term persistence 
(Allendorf and Luikart 2007). Franklin (1980) first estimated the minimum viable 
effective population size under the assumption that the loss of additive genetic 
variation each generation must be offset by new variations arising from 
mutations. This concept has been revisited in studies by Soule (1980), Lande 
and Barrowclough (1987), Lande (1995), and Lynch and Lande (1998). Other 
approaches were taken by Higgins and Lynch (2001 ), who examined extinction 
risk due to the accumulation of deleterious mutations, while Burger and Lynch 
(1995) determined conditions to ensure maintenance of genetic variation at 
quantitative traits. The question of long-term population viability also has been 
examined using simulations under various scenarios of environmental changes 
(e.g. Gilpin and Soule 1986). The minimum effective size that ensured population 
viability in all these studies varied between 500 and 5,000 and, in the case of 
population viability analysis, tended to increase when longer time frames were 
considered in simulations. Overall, the minimum effective size of 500 initially 
estimated by Franklin (1980) is considered a useful standard by which to gauge 
population effective sizes for management purposes (Allendorf and Luikart 2007; 
Laikre et al. 2010) and has been recommended as an absolute minimum 
effective population size for conservation of threatened and endangered species 
(Shaffer 1981; Tringali and Bert 1998; Rieman and Allendorf 2001 ). In this 
chapter, the Ryman and Laikre (1991) model was used to simulate results of 
different hypothetical scenarios concerning the size of the hatchery and wild 
populations and the level of contribution of hatchery fish to breeding in the wild . 
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The range of size for the hatchery population was determined considering 
the current broodstock populations for spotted seatrout stock enhancement in 
Mississippi (-50 broodfish per bay system) . However, the effective size of captive 
broodstocks is often much reduced as compared to the census number of 
broodfish present in spawning tanks (as low as 10% for individual spawning 
events, Gruenthal and Drawbridge 2012). Therefore, effective sizes smaller than 
the census number of broodfish present in tanks need to be considered when 
evaluating scenarios. The effective population size of wild spotted seatrout 
populations is not yet known, but it is perceived to be relatively large based on 
the large census size reported in Mississippi and other Gulf states (Hendon and 
Warren 2003) and the infinite estimates obtained in Chapter II. Landings of 
spotted seatrout in Mississippi within the last 5 years have increased from a little 
over 1,000,000 in 2007 to over 2,000,000 in 2012 (Table 6, National Marine 
Fisheries Service, Fisheries Statistic Division, personal communication), 
suggesting that an upper bound for the census size per bay would be in the order 
of 200,000 to 400,000 breeding adults. 
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Table 6 
Landings of Spotted Seatrout (in Number of Fish) during the Period 2007-2012. 
Year Total Catch 
2007 1,293,965 
2008 1,616,067 
2009 2,050,013 
2010 1,142,542 
2011 1,473,813 
2012 2,117,831 
Source: National Marine Fisheries Service, Fisheries Statistic Division. 
This information will be used in the present chapter to construct scenarios and 
evaluate the effects of different management options on the effective population 
size for Mississippi spotted seatrout. 
Materials and Methods 
Principles of Simulations 
The effective size of a stocked population was calculated considering 
various hypothetical proportions of hatchery fish (x) contributing to breeding in 
the wild and various initial effective sizes before stock enhancement. The overall 
genetic effective size of the breeding population (Ne(w+hJ) in the wild during stock 
enhancement was calculated in Excel 2010 by implementing Equation 1. The 
current spotted seatrout broodstock populations used to produce offspring 
released for stock enhancement include approximately 50 broodfish per bay 
system. Effective sizes of 50 fish and less (Neh = 50, 10, and 5) were considered 
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during simulation in order to account for a possible reduced effective size of the 
captive stock with regards to census size. Estimates of the wild population size 
ranging from 100 to 100,000 were considered to account for the uncertainty 
regarding the effective size of the wild population. The proportion of hatchery fish 
contributing to recruitment (x) was varied as needed to reduce overall Ne to target 
minimum values for the overall effective size of the population. Possible target 
Nes were considered with reference to the size of the wild population prior to 
supplementation (e.g., x required to maintain Ne at 80% of its level prior to 
enhancement) or fixed values of 500 to 5,000. 
Results 
Results of simulations presented below account for effective sizes of the 
hatchery population (Neh) of 50 and 5, respectively (Figures 8 and 9). If N eh is 50, 
which would correspond to the situation where the reproductive success of 
hatchery broodstock is distributed at random (Poisson distribution) , up to 30% of 
released fish can contribute to the wild breeding population (Figure 8) if the 
effective population size in the wild component of the supplemented population is 
relatively large (1 ,000 or greater). If the effective size of the wild population is 
lower than 500 (e.g., 100), supplementation has little effect on Ne(w+hJ, when xis 
less than 30%. 
If N eh is only 5 and the effective size prior to supplementation (New) is very 
large (>10,000), no more than 10% of hatchery offspring should contribute to the 
breeding population in the wild, while if the wild effective size is closer to 1,000, 
the contribution of hatchery fish should not exceed 5% (Figure 9). To maintain an 
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absolute minimum overall effective size of 5,000, only extremely low levels of 
contribution of hatchery fish to the breeding population in the wild (-3% if Neh=5, 
-8% if Neh=50) would be tolerable. If the threshold minimum population size is 
set to 80% of the initial population size, contributions of the program need to be 
kept very low (less than 5% if Neh is 50 and New is greater than 10,000, and less 
than 3% if Neh is 5 and New is greater than 1,000; Figure 10) and virtually zero if 
New is greater than 1,000. 
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Figure 8. Overall effective population size (Ne(w+h)) as a function of the 
contributions of hatchery offspring to breeding in the wild (x) accounting for 
varying wild effective population sizes prior to supplementation (given as Ne for x 
= 0) and a hatchery effective population size of 50. The dashed lines represent 
hypothetical target effective size thresholds of 500 and 5000. 
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Figure 9.0verall effective population size (Ne(w+hJ) as a function of the 
contributions of hatchery offspring to breeding in the wild (x) accounting for 
varying wild effective population sizes prior to supplementation (given as Ne for x 
= 0) and a hatchery effective population size of 5. The dashed lines represent 
hypothetical target effective size thresholds of 500 and 5000. 
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Figure 10. Contribution of hatchery fish (x) as a function of the hatchery effective 
size (Neh) in order to maintain Ne(w+hJ at 80% of effective population size prior to 
supplementation. N e(w+hJ += 80% of 100000, N e(w+hJ • = 80% of 10000, N e<w+hJ 
•= 80% of 1000, N e(w+h) x = 80% of 500 
Discussion 
Based on the simulation results the program could contribute up to 30% of 
the breeding population , while preserving a minimal effective size of 500 in the 
supplemented population if the wild population is large (~1 ,000) and the hatchery 
effective population size is 50. However, if the hatchery effective size is greatly 
reduced as compared to the census of 50 broodfish currently used to stock 
individual bay systems, supplementation with hatchery juveniles needs to be kept 
below 10% for all scenarios considered . When the minimum effective population 
size was defined as a proportion (80%) of the initial effective population size 
before supplementation, contribution from the hatchery needed to be kept very 
low (less than 5%) unless the hatchery effective size was large (equal to the 
census number of brooders, 50) and the size of the wild population was small 
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(less than 1,000). Assuming conservatively that fish recruiting to the fishery 
contribute to breeding in the same proportions, the simulations conducted in this 
work suggest that the program could contribute from less than 5% to 30% of the 
fishery. Considering the investment in infrastructure and labor involved in 
developing and implementing a stock enhancement program, the viability of 
programs contributing 10% of recruitment or less may be questionable. In 
consequence, scenarios allowing maximal contribution of stocked fish to the 
fishery (i.e., close to 30%) would need to be prioritized . Based on the present 
results these scenarios correspond to Neh close to the maximum values 
considered in this study, which correspond to the ideal Ne of 50 if reproductive 
success was randomly distributed among hatchery broodfish . 
There are no published data on the effective population size of captive 
spotted seatrout spawned in tanks. This parameter can be estimated by 
genotyping offspring groups resulting from spawning events and reconstructing 
their pedigree to determine the number of dam x sire combinations actually 
contributing to spawning events and the variance of family size (Allendorf and 
Luikart 2007). Preliminary data in our laboratory suggest that the effective size 
generated per spawning tank would be 30% or less than census size (E. Saillant, 
personal communication). Data in other marine fishes spawned in tanks including 
other sciaenids also indicate effective size reduction of 50% or more as 
compared to the census numbers of brooders present in spawning tanks (e.g ., 
Frost et al. 2006 in Barramundi; Gold et al. 2008, 2010 in red drum; Gruenthal 
and Drawbridge 2012 in white seabass). The reduction in effective population 
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size in those studies was due to some brooders not contributing to spawning 
events and to large variation in reproductive success among contributing parents 
with one or a few brooders from each sex frequently contributing most of the 
offspring. Spawning protocols that will allow increasing the participation of most 
broodfish in spawning events and equalizing their contributions are warranted . 
Indeed, equalized reproductive success would lead to effective population size 
being twice the census size. Large crossing designs with equal initial contribution 
of individual parents to larval batches can be achieved through the deployment of 
in-vitro fertilization. A recent large scale experiment in the European seabass led 
to the production of 250 families (Dupont-Nivet et al. 2008), highlighting the 
potential of this approach. Development of these techniques may be highly 
beneficial to stock enhancement operations and deserve investigation. 
Equalizing family size offers the additional benefit of limiting the effects of 
selection in the hatchery (Allendorf 1993). 
The estimates of Ne based on the parental contributions to larvae 
collected after spawning do not account for the variance in survival among 
families during later life stages or the variance in fitness during mating of 
hatchery fish in the wild. These components would need to be determined to 
evaluate the overall variance in reproductive success in Neh, although it is often 
difficult to assess variance in survival in the wild in most marine programs and 
even more difficult to assess variance in mating success. 
To define concrete targets for management of spotted seatrout stock 
enhancement, it also is imperative to obtain estimates of the effective size of the 
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wild population prior to enhancement (New). Accurate estimation of the effective 
size of marine populations is challenging due to their large size and difficulties in 
delineating genetic units (Tringali and Bert 1998; Saillant 2010). Most available 
methods assume a closed population with no migration . This is the case for the 
temporal method (Waples 1989), which has been the most popular approach to 
estimate Ne during the past few decades. Migration can significantly impact 
estimates of local effective population size by the temporal method (Wang and 
Whitlock 2003) and available corrections to account for migration have not been 
evaluated when allele frequencies in populations providing migrants are similar to 
those in the recip ient population . The linkage disequilibrium method (Waples 
2006) is more robust to migration in many situations (Waples and England 2011 ), 
but Nes beyond 1,000 cannot be estimated with confidence with this method 
(Waples and Do 2010). The latter limitation is shared with most estimation 
methods that tend to perform poorly when Ne is very large (i.e., it is difficult to 
distinguish between moderately large and very large populations, Hare et al. 
2011 ). This is a setback because marine populations often have large census 
sizes and presumably large Nes . The preliminary estimates obtained in the 
present study were infinite suggesting that Nes in Mississippi bays are large or 
that migration rates are high (Waples and England 2011 ). The effective number 
of brooders (Nb) is expected to be smaller than Ne when generations overlap. 
Estimate of Nb based on young fish also may be less impacted by migration if fish 
tend to move when they get older. Future efforts may therefore focus on 
estimating Nb using data from discrete cohorts. Information on historical Ne also 
may be obtained by deploying coalescent approaches and used to assist in 
determining reference target Nes. The use of multiple methods to estimate 
effective size is recommended to increase reliability of estimates (Hare et al. 
2011) and to help understand the causes and severity of declines in Ne during 
genetic monitoring (Antao et al. 2010). 
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Another potential approach would consist in using the census number of 
breeding adults as a surrogate for Ne. Census sizes are more easily obtained 
from fisheries data, but studies in other marine fishes have shown that effective 
size can differ drastically from census size (Bagley et al. 1999; Hauser et al. 
2002; Turner et al. 2002; Saillant and Gold 2006). These results suggested large 
variances in reproductive success reducing effective population size possibly by 
orders of magnitude; this large variance in reproductive success has been 
hypothesized to stem in part from high variance in productivity among nursery 
habitats (Turner et al. 2002) but also is facilitated by the high fecundity of marine 
fishes such as the spotted seatrout. Because of the large uncertainty on the NelN 
ratio in spotted seatrout, direct estimates of Ne from genetic data seem preferable 
despite the limitations discussed above. 
Once the initial Ne (at the beginning of the program) is determined, it is 
essential to continuously monitor the effective sizes of both the hatchery and wild 
supplemented populations in order to allow early detection of effective size 
decline and prevent loss of genetic variation. Currently, estimation of Neh and New 
is in progress in our laboratory. It is difficult to determine the percentage of 
hatchery fish contributing to the wild breeding population due to difficulties in 
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tracking fish during spawning in the wild or identifying their offspring unless large 
surveys are deployed. Therefore, once N eh and N ew are known and the proportion 
of hatchery fish in the fishery can be estimated, the latter number may be used 
as a surrogate for x until tracking of the reproduction of hatchery fish in the wild 
becomes feasible. In the short term, estimation and monitoring of the contribution 
of hatchery fish to the fishery is warranted . 
This chapter highlights the risks of genetic diversity loss during stock 
enhancement and the importance of weighing immediate benefits of 
augmentation of recruitment against the potential loss of genetic diversity and 
evolutionary potential that could result from supplementation. Adequate 
monitoring of the parameters discussed above will be essential in order to make 
informed decisions and define objectives of the program. 
CHAPTERV 
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
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The first goal of this study was to construct a panel of molecular markers 
for genetic monitoring of Mississippi spotted seatrout stock enhancement. High 
throughput assays have been optimized for a total of 15 microsatellite markers 
and are now available for use in genetic monitoring. Simulation analyses 
indicated that the developed panel is sufficient to achieve unambiguous genetic 
identification of hatchery released spotted seatrout in Mississippi bays and 
estuaries, pending data on all brooders are carefully collected . 
The second objective was to employ these molecular markers to assess 
spotted seatrout population structure in the northcentral Gulf of Mexico in order to 
assist with the delineation of management units for stock enhancement. Analysis 
of spatial genetic variation revealed an isolation by distance pattern of population 
structure in the region where genetic distance increases as a function of 
geographic distance between populations. No significant differences in allele 
frequencies were detected among Mississippi bay systems, including between 
the two systems targeted by the stock enhancement program (Bay St. Louis and 
Davis Bayou) and currently managed as distinct stocks. The lack of significant 
divergence suggests that the two bays could be treated as a single genetic stock. 
However, the clear isolation by distance pattern detected at the regional level 
indicates that dispersal is restricted spatially. The slope of the isolation by 
distance model predicting the increase of genetic distance as a function of 
geographic distance was low, consistent with the absence of divergence among 
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Mississippi bays. However, this slope reflects the product of the second moment 
of the distribution of dispersal distance (dispersal parameter) by population 
density (Rousset 1997). Thus, dispersal could be restricted to small geographic 
scale but the genetic neighborhood size could still be relatively large due to high 
population density. A priority for future research is therefore to estimate the 
parameters of the distribution of dispersal distance for spotted seatrout in the 
region. This will require estimating population effective density, which will entail 
overcoming the difficulties identified in this work relative to the estimation of 
effective population size of local demes. A second limitation to our study on stock 
structure is that microsatellites are assumed to be neutral to natural selection ; 
local adaptation occurring in some areas may go unnoticed as a significant 
contributing factor to population structure when using molecular markers that are 
neutral to selection. Potential future work should incorporate genetic methods 
that enable evaluating natural selection and the degree of genetic adaptation to 
local habitats in Mississippi bay systems and neighboring populations. This can 
be achieved by surveying large panels of single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) (Williams et al. 2010; Lamichhaney et al. 2012) through the deployment 
of next generation sequencing technologies. Single nucleotide polymorphisms 
will also be valuable to study selection occurring in the hatchery, in particular to 
identify specific regions of the genome that have an influence on survival and 
fitness during the culture phase (Liu and Cordes 2004; Boulding 2012). Studying 
selection in the aquaculture environment and the resulting consequences on fish 
fitness once released is essential to evaluate potential effects of hatchery 
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propagation on the fitness of the wild population (Araki et al. 2006). This research 
could involve studying genetic change during the hatchery period though 
genotyping of fish dying during the larval and juvenile development and using 
survival models to quantify genetic effects on survival. Another important aspect 
is the level of reproductive success of the selected genotypes once they are 
released into the wild , although this is extremely difficult to study, as it involves 
monitoring two generations of breeding in the wild (Araki et al. 2007). 
The third goal of this study was to determine the potential effects of stock 
enhancement on genetic diversity and effective population size. The simulations 
conducted during th is work indicated that acceptable contribution of hatchery 
juveniles to the supplemented population range extensively from 5% to 30% 
depending on the effective size of the wild population before supplementation 
and the effective size of the hatchery broodstock population . The calculated 
contributions maintain an overall effective population size of 500 that has been 
discussed as a minimum target for conservation. Estimates of the effective sizes 
of both the wild and hatchery populations are, therefore, needed to define 
appropriate targets for the contribution of stock enhancement to the adult 
spawning population in the wild. A study aiming to provide estimates of the 
effective size of the hatchery stock by studying the effective number of brooders 
contributing to spawning events is in progress. 
Studying the effective size of the wild population is challenging due to the 
connectivity occurring among populations from different bay systems. In this 
work, estimates were generated using the linkage disequilibrium method (Waples 
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2006, Waples and Do 2008) and were infinite for the two Mississippi bays 
targeted for stock enhancement (Davis Bayou and Bay St. Louis) and also for 
most of the other geographic populations in Mississippi and Louisiana. Finite 
values are needed in order to set appropriate goals for the contribution of 
hatchery fish and manage the risk of genetic diversity loss during the program. 
One approach to overcome the limitation due to the large size of Mississippi 
populations would be to estimate the effective number of breeders contributing to 
single cohorts as, this number is expected to be smaller than the effective size of 
the overall population when generations overlap. Additionally, valuable 
information may be obtained from coalescent methods (Beerli 2006; Beerli and 
Palczewski 2010). Estimates of effective population size will be valuable for 
managing genetic diversity and will also be helpful for deriving estimates of 
population density and estimating dispersal parameter (Pinksy et al. 2010), 
allowing for a more robust assessment of management units. 
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APPENDIX 
SUMMARY STATISTICS 
Summary statistics for 15 nuclear-encoded microsatellites for spotted seatrout, 
Cynoscion nebulosus, sampled from various localities in the northern Gulf of 
Mexico. Localities: DB: Davis Bayou, BSL: Bay St. Louis, PA: Pascagoula, APA: 
Apalachicola, GI : Grand Isle, GB: Grand Bay, PS: Pensacola; N - sample size, 
#A - number of alleles, AR - allelic richness, HE - gene diversity (expected 
heterozygosity), PHw - probability of conforming to expected Hardy-Weinberg 
genotypic proportions, and Fis - inbreeding coefficient measured as Weir and 
Cockerham's (1984) f. Boldface indicates significant departures from Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium following (sequential) Bonferroni correction. 
LOCUS DB BSL PA APA GI GB PS 
Soc133 
N 79 64 58 52 104 55 49 
#A 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 
AR 4.580 3.917 3.992 4.988 3.901 3.996 4.000 
HE 0.295 0.254 0.305 0.495 0.303 0.317 0.382 
PHw 0.1859 0.2717 0.6398 0.2713 0.0644 0.3162 1.0000 
Fis 0.0143 0.0758 0.0377 0.0289 0.0488 -0.0313 -0.1225 
Soc532 
N 79 64 58 52 104 55 49 
#A 11 12 13 10 12 13 12 
AR 10.488 11 .153 12.378 9.9980 11 .253 12.916 11.874 
HE 0.833 0.842 0.879 0.872 0.864 0.888 0.855 
PHw 0.2616 0.9701 0.1555 0.0121 0.4055 0.7486 0.0533 
Fis 0.0118 -0.0395 0.0387 0.0962 0.0982 0.0372 0.0687 
Soc616 
N 78 64 58 52 104 55 49 
#A 12 10 11 14 14 11 12 
AR 10.758 9.7240 10.328 13.397 10.696 10.431 11.926 
HE 0.652 0.589 0.614 0.827 0.580 0.520 0.688 
PHw 0.0438 0.0485 0.7856 0.0161 0.6126 0.3690 0.1268 
Fis 0.0957 -0.0343 -0.0667 0.0239 0.0883 0.0210 0.0507 
Soc609 
N 79 64 58 52 104 55 50 
#A 10 11 9 10 10 9 10 
AR 9.3880 10.052 8.7680 9.4110 9.2870 8.9700 9.8340 
HE 0.799 0.783 0.744 0.617 0.748 0.766 0.773 
PHw 0.1261 0.5842 0.0272 0.2459 0.7492 0.3444 0.5261 
Fis 0.0334 0.0423 0.2117 0.0651 0.0230 0.0272 -0.0343 
Soc586 
N 79 64 58 52 104 55 50 
#A 8 7 7 8 9 8 7 
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AR 7.152 6 .713 6.793 7.654 8.266 7.81 1 6.920 
HF 0.710 0.731 0.789 0.709 0.747 0.765 0.763 
PHw 0.7500 0.5602 0.5955 0.9412 0.7440 0.6526 0.5685 
Fis 0.0734 0.1021 -0.0053 0.0237 0.0733 -0.0225 0.0824 
Soc423 
N 78 64 58 52 104 55 50 
#A 15 11 16 17 19 14 13 
AR 12.143 9.6710 14.483 16.393 13.201 12.977 12.663 
HE 0.477 0.325 0.552 0.716 0.461 0.492 0.613 
PHw 0.1417 0.8851 0.9250 0.1832 0.6800 0.3896 0.6156 
F,s 0.0595 -0.0572 -0.0935 0.0598 -0.0014 0.0017 -0.0446 
Soc661 
N 78 64 58 52 104 55 48 
#A 12 11 10 10 12 8 10 
AR 10.567 10.203 9.3790 9.8590 9.5690 7.8070 9.9150 
HE 0.803 0.790 0.818 0.81 1 0.795 0.774 0.766 
PHw 0.4000 0.0518 0.3712 0.0051 0.3101 0.4610 0.8554 
Fis 0.0260 -0.0286 0.0307 -0.0428 0.0086 0.0363 -0.0880 
Soc666 
N 76 63 58 52 101 51 50 
#A 7 7 6 9 8 7 7 
AR 6.573 6 .703 5.950 8.767 6.307 6.990 6.914 
HE 0.487 0.482 0.481 0.597 0.488 0.560 0.570 
PHw 0.8640 0.6532 0.0533 0.2976 0.1370 0.01 13 0.3045 
F,~ -0.0004 0.0127 0.2116 0.0332 0.1674 0.2644 0.0533 
Soc626 
N 78 64 58 52 104 55 50 
#A 4 6 7 5 6 5 6 
AR 3.590 5.677 6.338 4 .769 5. 176 4.974 5.760 
HE 0.664 0.700 0.679 0.674 0.684 0.702 0.686 
PHw 0.1519 0.4343 0.1015 0.0823 0.4080 0.2102 0.8737 
F,s -0.0039 -0.0266 0.0854 -0.1698 0.0438 0.1180 -0 .0199 
Soc602 
N 78 64 58 52 104 55 50 
#A 19 14 18 15 18 16 17 
AR 16.656 13.163 17.001 14.374 14.932 15.403 16.657 
HE 0.881 0.867 0.879 0.816 0.861 0.875 0.894 
PHw 0.9982 0.0803 0.1840 0.4746 0.8349 0.7021 0.6104 
F,s -0.0186 0.0811 -0.0198 -0.0129 0.0062 -0.0183 -0.0288 
Soc660 
N 79 64 58 52 103 55 48 
#A 23 24 19 23 28 22 21 
AR 19.736 21 .240 18.047 22. 140 20.914 20.903 20.703 
HE 0.883 0.871 0.865 0.915 0.900 0.891 0.873 
PHw 0.0289 0.6937 0. 1384 0.0098 0.0271 0. 1712 0.0660 
F,s 0.1254 0.0673 0.0437 0.0962 0.0720 0.0204 0.1413 
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Cneb09 
N 77 64 55 51 99 54 49 
#A 11 10 10 10 12 8 10 
AR 9.778 9.634 9.807 9.696 9.849 7.852 9.877 
HE 0.752 0.779 0.789 0.788 0.799 0.81 0.835 
PHw 0.5554 0.1007 0.1282 0.3100 0.1692 0.0012 0.3868 
Fis 0.0153 -0.0838 -00367 0.0045 0.0640 0.1540 0.0466 
Cneb04 
N 75 64 54 47 90 46 49 
#A 9 9 9 11 10 8 10 
AR 8.571 8.914 8.956 10.978 9.269 8.000 9.939 
HE 0.812 0.822 0.828 0.870 0.798 0.790 0.796 
PHw 0.3012 0.4232 0.7780 0.0329 0.2520 0.2870 0.6850 
Fis -0.0021 0.0691 0.0833 0.0465 0.0120 -0.0456 -0.0510 
Cneb12 
N 78 63 56 52 92 54 49 
#A 8 6 6 8 8 7 7 
AR 7.013 5.982 5.999 7.757 6.877 6.831 6.939 
HE 0.689 0.745 0.680 0.747 0.730 0.727 0.732 
PHw 0.0733 0.3856 0.3739 0.8406 0. 1952 0.5971 0.0567 
Fis 0.0886 0.0407 -0 .0248 -0.0295 0.0614 -0.0440 -0.0317 
Cneb23 
N 79 64 58 52 104 55 50 
#A 8 8 8 10 8 8 9 
AR 6.676 7.339 7.503 9.617 6.789 7.647 8.674 
HE 0.659 0.703 0.708 0.676 0.693 0.697 0.723 
PHw 0.3432 0.3285 0.8102 0.7050 0.71 46 0.7182 0.4360 
Fis -0.0373 -0. 1566 -0.1205 0.0895 -0.0676 -0.1484 -0.0231 
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